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According to an Information Leaflet available at the Memorial Site, the former Nazi "preventive detention
camp" was converted by the Soviet Union into Zone I for German civilians who were arrested and sent to the
Sachsenhausen camp without a trial. Some of them were former concentration camp prisoners who were
looked upon as traitors to Communism; they were waiting to be sent to the gulags in Siberia. Two of these
brick buildings are shown in the photograph above. In August , these brick barracks were used by the
occupation forces of the Soviet Union as part of their prison camp for German citizens who had been arrested
without charges. In , the Memorial at Sachsenhausen was expanded to include the area of a former special
camp which was built by the Nazis in outside the triangular prison enclosure; 15 of the original brick barrack
buildings in this area have been preserved. Sachsenhausen was liberated by soldiers of the Soviet Union on
April 22, ; after the war, the camp was located in the Soviet zone of occupation in East Germany. The Soviets
set up their internment camps along the lines of the gulag system in the Soviet Union under the Communist
dictatorship of Stalin. According to the Information Leaflet: In the Gulags that were created by Lenin and
extended into a huge complex by Stalin, millions of people were required to perform forced labor for the
development of the Soviet Union. Members of the German Army and civilians captured by the Red Army
during its advance were placed in camps immediately behind the front lines in order to be deported to the
Soviet Union. Following the completion of the war negotiations, these camps were replaced by so-called
Special Camps that were intended for long-term internment and imprisonment. Within the German territory
occupied by the Soviets, ten camps were established, five of which were in Brandenburg. A rough cobblestone
path leads past a row of 15 brick barracks in Zone II In the Allied powers had already started making plans for
their occupation of Germany after the war, which by that time they anticipated winning. There were major
conferences at Teheran, Moscow and Yalta in and where resolutions were passed regarding the means
necessary to secure the occupation. On August 2, , these resolutions were confirmed and the details were
planned at the Potsdam Conference, held in a suburb of Berlin. By that time, Roosevelt was dead, and
President Harry Truman was the one making the decisions at the Potsdam conference, along with Churchill
and Stalin. For the first time, France was also included as the fourth victorious power. According to the
Potsdam Agreement, the officials of the Nazi party and its organizations, members of the Gestapo, and anyone
who might endanger the goals of the occupation were to be interned in concentration camps. The former Nazi
concentration camps at Dachau, Buchenwald and Sachsenhausen were converted into internment camps for
German political prisoners, while thousands of Nazi scientists were taken to America and the Soviet Union.
General Reinhard von Gehlen was sneaked into the United States wearing an American uniform, even before
the German surrender, and became part of the new American intelligence agency, called the CIA, after the
war. In the first half of , approximately 6, German Army officers were released by the Western Allies, but
were then arrested by the Soviets and held in Zone II at Sachsenhausen. Later the Zone II barracks were filled
with German prisoners who had been sentenced by a Soviet military tribunal to 15 years of hard labor. Until ,
a large number of German citizens were imprisoned by the Soviet Union and forced to perform slave labor in
the gulags of Siberia. By the end of , the Soviet internment camp had reached its full capacity of 12, prisoners,
but at times during , up to 16, prisoners were crowded into the camp. Approximately 2, female prisoners were
housed in a separate area of Special Camp No. The Second World War which the German Reich began in ,
and the genocide which the Nazis pursued against Jew, Sinti and Roma, and other groups who had been
declared racially inferior by the regime, caused widespread misery and destruction of unknown proportions for
that time throughout Europe until the end of the war in spring In spite of the impossibility of winning the
world war, which since had been pursued as a "total war," up to the end the political and military leadership of
the "Third Reich" was not prepared to capitulate. The Allies had to militarily overpower National Socialist
Germany costing them great losses. Moreover, the propaganda of the Nazi regime conveyed the impression
that after Germany was occupied, the National Socialist would continue their struggle against the allied troops
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with the "Werewolf" organization. Hunger and cold prevailed in the Special Camp. The inadequate hygienic
and sanitary conditions and the insufficient nourishment led to disease and epidemics. Usually the barracks
were overcrowded; the prisoners had to sleep on the bare wood frames until , when the Soviet camp
administration distributed blankets and bags of straw. The only clothing which the prisoners had during their
imprisonment was what they were wearing at the time of their arrest. The possession of personal items,
particularly books and writing material was strictly forbidden. Violations of these rigid camp regulations,
which were for the most part unknown to most of the prisoners, resulted in harsh punishment imposed by the
Soviet guard personnel or the German prisoners who held special functions. Unlike the camps in the Soviet
Union, the special camps were not work camps. The prisoners suffered much more from forced idleness. The
prisoners attempted to at least temporarily escape the monotony of their daily routine in the camps by
participating in any activities. Most of them were prohibited, such as lectures, lessons, singing and improving
the appearance of the barracks. Only after the first order for releases in were the conditions alleviated
somewhat by the allowance of board games, sports, and occasionally newspapers and radio reports. Several of
the brick barracks in Zone II are open to visitors. Inside are TV monitors where one can see videos of
interviews with the survivors, who tell about the horrendous conditions in the prison. According to one
survivor, the windows of the barracks were blocked out so that the prisoners were kept in almost total
darkness. They had to sleep on bare boards with no mattresses and were furnished with only a block of wood
for a pillow. There were virtually no prisoners released by the Soviets until when approximately 5, civilian
prisoners in Special Camp No. At that time, it was renamed Special Camp Number 1. The remaining Special
Camps were not closed until the spring of when approximately 8, prisoners were released from Special Camp
No. The NKVD handed over 5, prisoners to the East German Communist government, and of them were tried
and convicted in the "Waldheimer Trials," which the Information Leaflet says "violated the principles of a
constitutional state. It is housed in a new museum which has been built in the former Zone II, an area which
was incorporated into the Sachsenhausen Memorial Site in The museum building is black granite with no
windows; the interior is completely dark with spotlights shining on the displays. I was unable to take any
photographs because of the almost total darkness. A small room in the museum has a number of laptop
computers which visitors can use to access basic information about the layout of the Sachsenhausen camp. The
museum includes a lot of Nazi documents which serve to explain why the Germans received such harsh
treatment by the Communists in Special Camp No. This is not a museum devoted to exonerating the victims; it
is highly critical of the Nazi regime. The photograph below shows the overhanging roof of the Special Camp
No. On the right side of the photograph below, one can see the structure which covers the ruined crematorium
building and gas chamber. The stone fence, on the left side of the photograph, separates the concentration
camp enclosure from Zone II where brick barracks housed first Prisoners of War and then German army
officers who became prisoners of the Communist Soviet occupation forces after the war. The monument to the
anti-Fascist resistance fighters can be seen in the center of the photograph. Roof over black museum building
with camp wall and monument in the center.
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2: Special Order No. 7 dated June 15,
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Background[ edit ] During the war, the extensive cotton trade continued between the North and South.
Northern textile mills in New York and New England were dependent on Southern cotton, while Southern
plantation owners depended on the trade with the North for their economic survival. Government permitted
limited trade, licensed by the Treasury and the U. Corruption flourished as unlicensed traders bribed Army
officers to allow them to buy Southern cotton without a permit. Grant was responsible for issuing trade
licenses in the Department of Tennessee, an administrative district of the Union Army that comprised the
portions of Kentucky and Tennessee west of the Tennessee River , and Union-controlled areas of northern
Mississippi. He was deeply engaged in prosecuting the campaign to capture the heavily defended
Confederate-held city of Vicksburg, Mississippi and was committed to succeed. During this period, he tried
several approaches to Vicksburg. Grant resented having to deal with the distraction of the cotton trade. He
perceived it as having endemic corruption: The Israelites especially should be kept out. They may go north
and be encouraged in it; but they are such an intolerable nuisance that the department must be purged of them.
On December 8, , he issued General Order No. He recounted, He [Jesse Grant] was close and greedy. He came
down into Tennessee with a Jew trader that he wanted his son to help, and with whom he was going to share
the profits. Grant refused to issue a permit and sent the Jew flying, prohibiting Jews from entering the line.
The Jews, as a class violating every regulation of trade established by the Treasury Department and also
department orders, are hereby expelled from the Department [of the Tennessee] within twenty-four hours from
the receipt of this order. Post commanders will see to it that all of this class of people be furnished passes and
required to leave, and any one returning after such notification will be arrested and held in confinement until
an opportunity occurs of sending them out as prisoners, unless furnished with permit from headquarters. No
passes will be given these people to visit headquarters for the purpose of making personal application of trade
permits. Sir, I have long since believed that in spite of all the vigilance that can be infused into Post
Commanders, that the Specie regulations of the Treasury Dept. So well satisfied of this have I been at this that
I instructed the Commdg Officer at Columbus [Kentucky] to refuse all permits to Jews to come south, and
frequently have had them expelled from the Dept. But they come in with their Carpet sacks in spite of all that
can be done to prevent it. The Jews seem to be a privileged class that can travel any where. They will land at
any wood yard or landing on the river and make their way through the country. If not permitted to buy Cotton
themselves they will act as agents for someone else who will be at a Military post, with a Treasury permit to
receive Cotton and pay for it in Treasury notes which the Jew will buy up at an agreed rate, paying gold. There
is but one way that I know of to reach this case. That is for Government to buy all the Cotton at a fixed rate
and send it to Cairo , St Louis, or some other point to be sold. Then all traders, they are a curse to the Army,
might be expelled. Grant may not have intended such results; his headquarters expressed no objection to the
continued presence of Jewish sutlers , as opposed to cotton traders. But, the wording of the order addressed all
Jews, regardless of occupation, and it was implemented accordingly. Kaskel, sent a telegram to President
Abraham Lincoln in which they condemned the order as "the grossest violation of the Constitution and our
rights as good citizens under it". The telegram noted it would "place us We respectfully ask your immediate
attention to this enormous outrage on all law and humanity The issue attracted significant attention in
Congress and from the press. After meeting with Gurley, he went directly to the White House. A paper
purporting to be General Orders, No. By its terms, it expells [ sic ] all Jews from your department. If such an
order has been issued, it will be immediately revoked. Washburne defended Grant in similar terms. Kelton, the
assistant Adjutant-General of the Department of Missouri , wrote to Grant to note his order included all Jews,
rather than focusing on "certain obnoxious individuals," and noted that many Jews served in the Union Army.
On January 6, Rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise of Cincinnati, leader of the Reform movement, led a delegation that
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met with Lincoln to express gratitude for his support. Lincoln said he was surprised that Grant had issued such
a command and said, "to condemn a class is, to say the least, to wrong the good with the bad. The Democrats
raised the order as an issue, with the prominent Democrat and rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise urging fellow Jews to
vote against Grant because of his alleged anti-semitism. Grant sought to distance himself from the order,
saying "I have no prejudice against sect or race, but want each individual to be judged by his own merit. I do
not pretend to sustain the order. At the time of its publication, I was incensed by a reprimand received from
Washington for permitting acts which Jews within my lines were engaged in The order was issued and sent
without any reflection and without thinking of the Jews as a set or race to themselves, but simply as persons
who had successfully I have no prejudice against sect or race, but want each individual to be judged by his
own merit. He won the presidential election, taking the majority of the Jewish vote. When he was president, he
appointed more Jews to office than any previous president. He condemned atrocities against Jews in Europe,
putting human rights on the American diplomatic agenda. This was the first time an American President
attended a synagogue service. Many historians have taken his action as part of his continuing effort to
reconcile with the Jewish community. The Papers of Ulysses S. December 9, â€” March 31, Surdam, "Traders
or traitors: Harvard University Press, A Source Book, pp. Wayne State University Press,
3: General Order No. 11 () - Wikipedia
Special Order 22, 7 Dec , pertaining to Maj Eusebio Arriaga, A, and 26 other officers, designating flight positions, is
hereby rescinded. 2. The following named officers, this unit, are appointed to positions as indicated in FC/D Aircraft, and
related ground duties.

4: Special Camp No. 7 for German prisoners at Sachsenhausen
Before implementing Special Order 7 the Department sought and then followed the advice of both the City Attorney of
Los Angeles and the Attorney General of the State of California. The policy was vetted through the Police Commission
and reviewed by both the Mayor and City Council.

5: China Gourmet - Southfield in MI | Special Combination Lunch
SPECIAL ORDER NO. 7 February 17, II. EMPLOYEE'S RESPONSIBILITIES. Department employees having
information which would assist in the dispatching of.

6: LAPD Responds To Courtâ€™s Order On Special Order #7 NRan - Los Angeles Police Department
Special Orders ' Market Umbrella By admin Patio Umbrellas comment Must have fashion ' Market Umbrella Top best
Get expert tips on how to use ' Market Umbrella Great Deals on all Furniture products with Free Shipping on most stuff.

7: City of Philadelphia: Executive Orders
Special orders no.7 for Lieut. M. K. Whyte, Sept. 15, from the Malcolm K. Whyte papers, [Folder 1, Item 2] Publication
info: Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Library.
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